
JESUS LAND ESSAY

Scheeres documents a hard childhood under the eye of her born-again, strict protestant parents in her memoir Jesus
Land. The Scheeres raised their children â€“ Julia and her adopted brothers Jerome and David â€“ according to
â€œbiblicalâ€• principles. The primary victims of her father were.

Once she is in the concentrated world of the reform school, however, her narrative comes sharply into focus
and the book becomes a page turner. On a Friday evening, I sit on the patio during Free Time to open it while
everyone else plays Scrabble at the long wood table and Sandi Patti wails on the house cassette player. She
runs away and is arrested after breaking into a car and violating her curfew. The inseparable Julia and David
are subject to all manner of scrutiny. Her body conforms, but her mind remains rebellious. Spoiler alert: they
do not actually work. Ted Schlund, the dean of students, holds forth at the center of the courtyard, surrounded
by staff. The tragedy is that by her secondary choices, Scheeres targeted this book to people who already
thought Christians were stupid, evil, bigots or all three, and doubtless succeeded in reinforcing those views.
But their father is a surgeon at a Lafayette surgical clinic. This is what we call purity culture , which is really
just the fundamentalist version of rape culture. Alison Smith is the author of "Name All the Animals," a
memoir. I spent much of several summers there, and I remember David playing there frequently as well they
lived close to the pool at that time. The vans growl back up the hill a few hours later. Defiance comes in many
forms. Big zeroes in the Facing Reality and the Courtesy and Respect boxes. As soon as he's gone, their
mother clears out his belongings and scrubs his room with Lysol, "scouring away the remaining traces of his
existence. Until I earn enough good behavior points, I am forbidden from communicating with my brother in
any way. I'm awake and thinking about Jolene and listening to the girls in the bunks around me as they sigh
and moan and cry out at the demons who pursue them even in their sleep. As a US citizen considering life
under Donald Trump for the next four years, I know I do not have to be out in the streets demonstrating every
day. Black marker blots out half the words. They all hold various and often differing beliefs concerning
divinity, humanity and the rest of the universe. The bible is considered the word of God and is known for its
infamous stories and sayings. By Julia Scheeres. Her anger serves her well: it is focused, justified and without
a trace of self-pity. We sing until our mouths go dry and the night wraps itself around each one of us like a
shroud, and the raging finally stops.


